The Captivating Creations Launched by Jayoh is a Massive Hit among Music Lovers Worldwide

The brilliant compositions of Jayoh are gaining the artist massive popularity owing to its soulful lyricism. The tracks captivating are now available on Spotify.

Bronx, Dec 31, 1969 (Issuewire.com) - The hip-hop artist Jayoh is quite a popular name in the music industry. Born in the city of Bronx, the artist had been writing music since the age of 9. Unlike many artists in the industry who takes the genre of hip-hop to write about women and money, Jayoh keeps the integrity of the genre intact by keeping it personal and real to the very core. The artist is
also known as JayohTheArtist to many of his fan following all around the globe. Among his wide range of hip-hop creations, two of his creations ‘All Night’, and ‘3am’ is currently trending among the audience worldwide.

Since most Jayoh’s creations are based on the genre of hip-hop, his new tracks ‘All Night’ and ‘3am’ are no different. Each d the compositions has a story to tell, making them that more intriguing for the audience. The themes imbibed in each of them are different from the precious one keeping the issue of monotony at bay. The lyricism incorporated in both the tracks is personal and deep. Both the title ‘All Night’ and ‘3am’ suits the ambience perfectly.

The soundscape of ‘All Night’ is mellow though being a hip-hop track and this act as a perfect contrast enhancing the captivating quality of the track. The deep passionate voice of the artist Jayoh stands out from the very beginning to the end of the composition. Compared to this ‘3am’ is imbibed with uplifting beats. You can connect with Jayoh through Instagram and Twitter.

3am : https://open.spotify.com/track/5M94dT4MsqfK2sUfdiGOW

All Night : https://open.spotify.com/track/6FJjh2FPOpFlEgrzDq0FRN
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